BUDDHA CAVE & SURROUNDING 1DAY TOUR
Morning: Trekking / visit the Paseuam cave, Nong Thao Lake

Departing Thakhek by tuk-tuk and drive east to Ban Na Kang Xang village, after join the village
guides; you now start the trek along a cliff into the forest. A simple 50-meter climb between
rocks and boulder brings you to the entrance of Tham Pong cave. You enter the limestone
mountain cave, which cuts through the monolith, and where you’re greeted by a majestic,
200-year-old mai moun tree. The trail continues 800 meters down through rocks and bamboo
surrounded by huge cliffs until you reach Tham Pa Seuam cave, your guide explains the cave’s
hydrology before you board a canoe and paddle inside to inspect the odd rock formations.
You then wall 80 meters downhill to Nong Thao Lake, a blue lagoon abundant with rocks and
water lilies. Here you can relax and absorb the landscape before heading west through a
forest of 300-year-old Mai Moun trees. You will reach the “Elephant Pillar” cover with vines with
colorful blossoms when in season.

Afternoon: visit the amazing Buddha cave

Following lunch, you then continue trek 200 meters across a grove to the Buddha cave parking
area for your lunch, before visiting the recently discovered cavern filled with ancient Buddhist
images, a short walk away. Your guide then takes you on a tail along a cliff for around 800
meters until you reach Pakadert Cave. Here, a short climb up some boulders leads to the
entrance, where you’ll discover beautiful rock formations and a small waterfall.
From here, it’s less than a 1-km walk to Ban Nakhaxang and the end of your journey, your
transport now waiting for return you to Thakhek in the late afternoon.
Tour Price:
Quantity
1 pax
2 pax
3-5 pax
6-8 pax

Unit price
800,000 kip
550,000 kip each
450,000 kip each
350,000 kip each

What is included?
- All transportation for a day tour
- Lunch and drinking water
- Fee and tickets
- English speaking guide from Thakhek
- Village guides
.

